
                                
  

 
 

  

 

 PRESS RELEASE 

 

EDFI ElectriFI and REPP invest in renewable energy 

startup OnePower to bring energy access to 20,000 

people in rural Lesotho. 

 

The EU-funded Electrification Financing Initiative (EDFI ElectriFI) and 

the UK-funded Renewable Energy Performance Platform (REPP) have 

each invested LSL 75m (~ EUR 4.4m) in equity and senior debt in a 

project-financed vehicle led by OnePower (1PWR), an innovative social 

enterprise with deep roots in Lesotho. 

 

 

[Maseru, 10 January 2022] EDFI ElectriFI, REPP, and 1PWR have reached financial 

close on Africa’s second largest project-financed mini-grid transaction. The 9.5m USD 

equity-and-debt investment into the project vehicle, Sotho Minigrid Portfolio SPV, will 

fund the construction of a portfolio of 11 mini-grids in Lesotho with a total capacity of 

1.8MW. Once built, the mini-grids will provide first-time electricity access to over 

20,000 people and enable thirteen health clinics, 25 schools, and over 100 small 

enterprises to benefit from renewable energy.  

 

Lesotho, a landlocked nation surrounded by South Africa, has one of the lowest 

electrification rates on the continent, with about 62% of the population lacking access 

to electricity and with a rural electrification rate estimated at below 20%.  

 

In addition to bringing grid-quality service to the 11 communities by deploying solar-

battery minigrid systems, 1PWR will deploy a raft of technological innovations, 

including PV trackers – the only such systems currently being designed and 

manufactured in sub-Saharan Africa. The company will also deploy smart meters 

optimized for local and off-grid conditions, and modular powerhouses to ensure 

efficient construction and deployment of generation systems. 

 

With the support of EU-funded facilitation programme GET.invest, 1PWR has 

optimized its financial modelling and mini-grid development process, enabling it to 

offer a tariff of 5 Maluti per kWh ($0.33/kWh), one of the lowest cost-reflective tariffs 

for minigrid service on the continent.  

 

Both EDFI ElectriFI and REPP, which is managed by Camco Clean Energy, have 

previously invested into 1PWR projects. EDFI ElectriFI started investing in the 



                                
  

 
 

  

company in 2018, when the EU-funded blending facility signed a development finance 

loan of EUR 0.1m with 1PWR, allowing the organization to procure a comprehensive 

feasibility study performed by CADMUS, Black & Veatch and Generate Advisory, 

which laid the groundwork for the current investment in 1PWR’s minigrid portfolio. 

In 2019, REPP extended a LSL 7m loan to 1PWR to finance Lesotho’s first fully licensed 

and privately financed solar-battery minigrid at the village of Ha Makebe. This project 

became operational in Q2 2021 and now services 215 households and businesses in the 

community.  

 

"Two years ago, a REPP loan helped 1PWR to forge ahead with its plans to build 

Lesotho's very first solar minigrid and deliver a transformational impact on the 

underserved community of Ha Makebe,” said Geoff Sinclair, Managing Director of 

Camco Clean Energy. “It has been tremendously satisfying to witness the successful 

completion of that mini-grid and there is a real buzz of excitement to now be 

supporting this next and much larger phase of the project."  

 

Today, EDFI ElectriFI and REPP are reinforcing their financial support to 1PWR. Once 

completed, the project aims to create approximately 7,300 new connections and 

generate up to 3,480 MWh per year, avoiding the emission of some 2,780 tons of CO2 

annually. Up to 100 local jobs will be created by 1PWR during the construction of the 

project. Six permanent positions will be created during operations. 

 

In addition to the investment by EDFI ElectriFI and REPP, 1PWR has received support 

from a variety of organizations for this project: Grant support was provided by the UN 

Capital Development Fund and UN Development Programme, the US Agency for 

International Development – Power Africa, the Energy and Environment Partnership 

Trust Fund (EEP Africa), and UKAID via the Transforming Energy Access program. 

1PWR also received a loan from the Open Road Alliance. Furthermore, the company 

has benefited from the advisory and facilitation services of the European programme 

GET.invest as well as legal services from Sidley Austin and Covington & Burling 

through the Thomson Reuter Foundation’s TrustLaw program. 

 

“This investment is an excellent opportunity for EDFI ElectriFI to support OnePower 

in its mission to provide stable electricity to more than 20 000 citizens but also to 

seven health centres in the country. It was a pleasure to work with a team of strong 

professionals dedicated to deliver the first solar mini-grids in Lesotho.” explained 

Quentin De Hoe, ElectriFI Senior Investment Officer at EDFI Management 

Company.  

 

"We are proud to have supported 1PWR towards reaching this milestone with EDFI 

ElectriFI and REPP. The company's persistent engagement and innovative portfolio 

approach have resulted in a major step for rural electrification in Lesotho, bringing 



                                
  

 
 

  

modern energy services to those that need it most." – Michael Franz, Team Leader 

at GET.invest. 

 

OnePower, CEO Matt Orosz shared: 

“I am thrilled to close on this landmark mini-grid transaction with two excellent 

impact investors. As a team with deep roots in Lesotho, we are proud that this will 

not only connect tens of thousands of Basotho to electricity, but also create 

indigenous renewable energy engineering and manufacturing capacity in the 

country. On behalf of 1PWR I want to extend my gratitude to the multitude of 

partners who can be credited with the success of this project: first and foremost 

Michael Feldner, who along with Ad Dankers of EU GET.invest made invaluable and 

long-term contributions to tirelessly support the fusion of this deal; Alexandra Sing 

and the team at the Open Road Alliance for believing in 1PWR and providing the 

runway; Nick Brittain, Katherine Williams, Nils Gravenhorst, Jakob Egle, and 

Gmeleen Tomboc of Sidley LLP; David Miles, Hannah Berry, Nancy Chu, Richard 

Oliver, Karolina Reiter, and Jamie Tribe of Covington & Burling LLP for their top 

notch legal support; and the deal teams including Jean Denis-Collins and Quentin 

DeHoe at EDFI and Geoff Sinclair, Alec Joubert, Jonty Levin, Aili Jüdstrom, Rafikh 

Ismail and Ieva Indriunaite of REPP.  I also want to thank Koena Marabe of the EU 

Delegation to Lesotho; Dmitry Pozhidaev and Michael Mboowa of the UNCDF; 

Justin Larson from USAID/Power Africa; and our colleagues and counterparties 

from Lesotho’s Ministry of Energy and Meteorology, especially Jerry Seitlheko and 

Lengeta Mabea.  This project would have not come to fruition without all of these 

people and Tamer Teker, Kopano Tsenoli and the entire hard-working team at 

1PWR, who have met every challenge with unparalleled dedication to the goal of 

bringing affordable renewable electricity to where it needs to go.”  

<ends> 

……………………………………… 

Notes to editors 

Media contacts 

• Matthew Orosz – OnePower Lesotho 

mso@1pwrafrica.com  

• Mathilde Poncelet – EDFI ElectriFI 

Mathilde.poncelet@edfi.eu 

 

About OnePower 

1PWR is a social enterprise with roots at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is 

owned by a local and a US-based non-profit organization. The organization has more than 17 

years of experience working in Lesotho, having developed a strong local presence and 

maintained relationships with various governmental entities involved in the energy sector to 

ensure that the deployment of mini-grids is consistent with national policy and regulation. The 
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organization is dedicated to increasing energy access in Lesotho and hopes to attract further 

investment to achieve full energy access in the country.  

www.1pwrafrica.com  

 

About EDFI ElectriFI 

EDFI ElectriFI is an EU-funded impact investment facility, financing early-stage private 

companies and projects, focusing on new/improved electricity connections as well as on 

generation capacity from sustainable energy sources in emerging markets. 

EDFI ElectriFI, is managed by the EDFI Management Company, a company established by 

the 15 European Development Finance Institutions (DFIs). 

www.electrifi.eu  

 

About REPP 

The Renewable Energy Performance Platform (REPP), managed by Camco Clean Energy, 

works to mobilise private sector development activity – and investment – in small to medium-

sized projects (typically up to 25MW). It is supported with £148m funding from the UK’s 

International Climate Finance through the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy (BEIS), and to date, has agreed contracts with 30 renewable energy projects across 

16 countries, employing six different technologies, from SHS and PV mini-grids to biomass 

and run-of-river hydro.   

www.repp.energy  

http://www.1pwrafrica.com/
http://www.electrifi.eu/
http://www.repp.energy/

